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h i g h l i g h t s
� La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Mn0.2O3 (LSFM) material was successfully synthesized.

� LSFM was studied as an oxygen electrode of IT-SOFC.

� LSFM cathode has good chemical compatibility with YSZ electrolyte in IT ranges.

� LSFM shows a good electrocatalytic and electrochemically activity in IT.
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a b s t r a c t

La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Mn0.2O3 (LSFM) compound is synthesized by sol-gel method and evaluated as

a cathode material for the intermediate temperature solid oxide fuel cell (IT-SOFC). X-ray

diffraction (XRD) indicates that the LSFM has a rhombohedral structure with R-3c space

group symmetry. The XRD patterns reveal very small amount of impurity phase in the

LSFM and Y2O3-stabilized ZrO2 (YSZ) mixture powders sintered at 600, 700, 800 and 850 �C

for a week. The maximum electrical conductivity of LSFM is about 35.35 S cm�1 at 783 �C in

the air. The oxygen chemical diffusion coefficients, DChem, are increased from 1.39 � 10�6 up

to 1.44 � 10�5 cm2 s�1. Besides, the oxygen surface exchange coefficients, kChem, are ob-

tained to lie between 2.9 � 10�3 and 1.86 � 10�2 cm s�1 in a temperature range of 600

e800 �C. The area-specific resistances (ASRs) of the LSFM symmetrical cell are 7.53, 1.53,

1.13, 0.46 and 0.31 U cm2 at 600, 650, 700, 750 and 800 �C respectively, and related activation

energy, Ea, is about 1.23 eV.

© 2020 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is an energy conversion device

which directly converts chemical energy of fuel to electrical
(F. Yadollahi Farsani).
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energy [1]. This type of fuel cell has highly attracted re-

searchers due to its high efficiency as a new energy source for

future [2,3]. However, their high-temperature operation

ranges (800e1000 �C) have led to several issues, such as
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longtimemechanical and performance degradations and high

maintenance and processing cost [4e7]. Hence, many efforts

have been devoted to decrease the operating temperature and

introduce promising intermediate temperature SOFCs

(600e800 �C) or IT-SOFCs [8,9]. This provides several benefits,

including the utilization of SOFCs in transportation, com-

puters and other portable devices and space applications [10].

Furthermore, it allows usage of a broader set of material, less

degradation of cell, prolonged lifetime and reduced

manufacturing costs [6,11].

Since the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) has high acti-

vation energy, the cathode is an important component of the

IT-SOFC. The decreasing temperature converts the cathode

into the major source of total voltage losses for the whole

system [12]. The main contribution of the total voltage loss of

an IT-SOFC (especially at low temperatures) is generated by

cathode polarization [13]. To improve the output of IT-SOFCs,

it is necessary to understand the factors limiting the cathode

performance and optimization of cathode materials [14].

Therefore, it is necessary to have cathode materials that are

highly catalytic [13]. One of these solutions is to use amaterial

that has both ionic and electronic conductions which is

known as mixed ionic and electronic conductors (MIECs) to

reduce the cathode polarization [15,16]. The oxygen chemical

diffusion coefficient (DChem) and the oxygen surface exchange

coefficient (kChem) values are correlated with more efficient

overall ORR [17,18]. As well as a confident cathode material

requires a matched thermal expansion coefficient (TEC)

compatibility with the electrolyte, at operating temperatures

[19,20].

Perovskite oxides with the general formula of ABO3-d are

the most widely benefited and studied system in different

cathode materials with mixed conducting properties [21,22].

They can be partially or totally substituted with different el-

ements in A and/or B site to get different ionic and electronic

conductivities, TECs and catalytic activities [19]. At the A site,

a combination of alkaline earth metal (Ca, Sr and Ba) and rare

earth metal (La) ions have been introduced while one or

several mixed-valence transition metal ions (Ni, Mn, Fe, and

Co) have been proposed at the B site too [23]. The mixed-

valence transition metal ions provide the required catalytic

activity for the ORR [19].

Among these, the strontium-doped lanthanum with the

general formula La1-xSrxMnO3-d (LSM) has been a very common

material and is still being researched [24,25]. Substitution of Ca

or Sr into the LaMnO3 increases the electronic conductivity.

Moreover, the doped LaMnO3 has a high electro-catalytic ac-

tivity for ORR and a reasonable TECmatch with the most com-

mon electrolyte which has chemical stability and mechanical

strength, 8 mol % Y2O3-stabilized ZrO2 (YSZ or

(ZrO2)0.92(Y2O3)0.08) [19,26]. LSMperovskiteoxidesexhibitsapoor

ionic conductor at IT-SOFC. On the other hand, LaCoO3-based

perovskite oxides are known to be superior in electrocatalytic

activity and electrical conductivity, compared with LaMnO3-

based perovskite oxides [26]. La1-xSrxCoyFe1-yO3-d (LSCF) perov-

skites basedonLaCoO3haveattracted considerable attentionas

an alternative material for IT-SOFC cathodes [27e29]. Yet, the

LSCF cathodes cannot be used in the IT-SOFCs without a prob-

lem because of the formation of strontium zirconate (SrZrO3)

when it is directly coatedonYSZelectrolytes [9]. Likewise, these
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cathodes haveproblemsassociatedwith the usage of Co,which

is responsible for the high TEC values usually found in these

materials [25].Ontheotherhand, theCo isveryexpensiveand is

a harmful/carcinogenic element [30]. Given the limitations of

these two kinds of materials for IT-SOFCs, people are still

seeking a new cathode material.

In theperiodic table, Fe isnext toMnandtheyhaveanalmost

close ionic radius (Fe3þ, 0.645�A, andMn3þ, 0.650�A). Thus the Fe

can be substituted partly or fully by Mn [31,32]. In addition, a

researchhas represented that theamountofundesired reaction

with the YSZ for the La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Mn0.2O3 perovskites is less

than the La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Co0.2O3 perovskites [33]. The Fe substitu-

tion for Mn improves the DChem and kChem [15]. La1-xSrxFe1-

yMnyO3 has also high catalytic property [34]. DChem and kChem
values for the La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Mn0.2O3 (1.4 � 10�6 cm2 s�1 and

2.5 � 10�4 cm s�1 at 750 �C [34]) are higher than the La0.6Sr0.4-
Fe0.8Co0.2O3 (1.86� 10�8 cm2 s�1 and 5.37� 10�6 cm s�1 at 800 �C
[35]) and the LSM (10�11 cm2 s�1 [36] and 9 � 10�5 cm s�1 [37] at

1000 �C). Hence the La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Mn0.2O3 could be a suitable

cathode material. Many studies have been conducted on elec-

trical and catalytic properties of La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Mn0.2O3, and its

chemicalcompatibilitywithYSZhasbeencompletelyevaluated

[32e34,38,39]; nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, no

information has been reported to fully understand the electro-

chemical properties of La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Mn0.2O3 cathode in contact

with YSZ electrolyte.

In this study, we synthesized La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Mn0.2O3-d (LSFM)

compound as cathode for IT-SOFC. Investigations were

addressed to study the structural, electrical and electro-

chemical properties of this material. The electrical conduc-

tivities of the sample were measured in the presence of air;

DChem and kChem values were determined at 600, 650, 700, 750

and 800 �C in a sudden exchange of Ar atmosphere to the

oxygen. The chemical reactivity was evaluated in contact with

YSZ. Symmetric cells were fabricated and a detailed analysis

of electrochemical response was studied. The microstructure

of the symmetric cells was examined through field emission

scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and the manufactured

cells were characterized by electrochemical impedance spec-

troscopy (EIS) in intermediate temperatures at three different

oxygen partial pressures. Besides, the distribution of relaxa-

tion time (DRT) of the EIS was investigated to provide amodel-

independent insight into the cathode processes.
Experimental

Preparation of LSFM powders

LSFM powders were synthesized by a sol-gel method.

La(NO3)3.6H2O (99%), Sr(NO3)3 (99%), Mn(NO3)2.4H2O (98.5%),

and Fe(NO3)3.9H2O (99%), (all from Merck, Germany) were

dissolved into deionized water in a stoichiometric ratio.

Ethylene diamine tetra acetic acid (EDTA, 99.4%, Merck, Ger-

many) and a few drops of ammonia were dissolved in deion-

ized water. Precursors solution were added to a de-counter on

a magnetic stirrer, and finally, citric acid (99.5%) which dis-

solved in deionized water was added. The precursors, EDTA,

and citric acid solutions were mixed with a molar ratio of 1.0,

1.0 and 1.5, respectively [39,40]. The pH value was adjusted to
structural, electrical and electrochemical properties of La0.6Sr0.4-
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around 7 by adding some ammonia. The temperature of the

resulted solution was increased to 90 �C with a 2 �C.min�1

heating rate andwasmaintained for another 12 h to obtain the

transparent gel. The products temperature was increased up

to 350 �C with a 2 �C.min�1 heating rate and was held at that

temperature for about 48 h to complete the self-combustion

step. Finally, the remained ash was grounded using a

mortar, and then calcined for 8 h at 800 �C in an oven in

ambient air with a heating rate of 3 �C.min�1 and a subsequent

cooling rate of 3 �C.min�1 to obtain a black powder.
Symmetrical cell fabrication

The YSZ commercial powders (8 mol % Y2O3-stabilized ZrO2,

Tosoh, Japan) were used as the electrolyte material. The YSZ

powders were pressed into the disk pellets under the real

pressure of 43.1 MPa and sintered at 1380 �C for 30 h. LSFM

powders (1 g) were dispersed in a pre-mixed solution of

ethanol (5 g), ethyl cellulose (0.27 g) and olive oil (9.3 � 10�2 g)

to form a colloidal suspension using zirconia balls (diameter

z 3 mm) and were wet ball milled for 24 h. The slurry was

coated using a simple compressed air painter on both sides of

the prepared YSZ pellet. The effective cathode area was about

0.63 cm2. The fabricated symmetric cells (LSFM/YSZ/LSFM)

were finally sintered at 800 �C for 8 h in the air. The silver paste

was painted to both sides of the symmetric cell as a current

collector.
Structural and morphological characterization

The phase structure of the as-prepared LSFM powders was

characterized by X-ray diffraction (Philips XPERT) analysis

with Cu-Ka (l ¼ 0.15418 nm) radiation with an angle range of

10��2q � 90� and 0.025� step size at room temperature. The

resulted data was analyzed using Rietveld refinement by

Fullprof software.

To investigate the chemical reactivity between LSFM

cathodematerial and YSZ electrolyte, these two powderswere

mixed with 1:1 wt ratio. 6 pellets from the final powders were

prepared by using uniaxial pressure (30 MPa) and then fired in

an oven in ambient air for a weak at 600, 700, 800, 850, 900 and

950 �C. The fired samples were tested by XRD to identify

possible reaction products between the LSFM and YSZ.

Scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM, Philips X130) was used

to study the morphologies and average particle size of the

LSFM powder. Along with, the microstructure of the sym-

metrical was examined by field emission scanning electron

microscopy (FESEM). Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)

was further performed to identify the elemental composition

of the symmetrical cell.

Electrical and electrochemical performance analysis

For electrical conductivity measurement, the LSFM powders

were pressed into pellet (diameter ¼ 0.77 cm and

thickness ¼ 1 mm) using uniaxial pressure (33.1 MPa). The

pellet was sintered at 1200 �C for 7 h in the air. The electrical

resistance of the pellet was measured using a standard four-

probe method. Four silver contact were applied on the pellet.
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A silver wire was attached to each contact with silver paste.

The electrical resistance of the sample was measured in the

air from room temperature up to 900 �C. A K-type thermo-

couple was used tomeasure the temperature. Besides, a direct

current magnitude of 1 mA was employed for measuring the

electrical resistance. The resistivity (r) and conductivity (s)

values were calculated using the relation (1) and (2),

respectively.

r¼K
V
I
t (1)

s¼ 1
R

(2)

where r is the resistivity (U.cm), K is a correction factor (for our

sample¼ 2.2662),V is themeasured voltage (V), I is the applied

current (A), t is the sample thickness (cm), s is conductivity

and R is resistance [41].

Electrical conductivity relaxation (ECR) method was used

to study the oxygen transport properties of LSFM. The oxygen

chemical diffusion coefficient, DChem, and the oxygen surface

exchange coefficients, kChem, measured by the ECR method. A

bar with approximate dimensions of

1.6 mm � 3.5 mm � 10.1 mm was prepared by uniaxial pres-

sure (18.6 MPa). The bar was sintered at 800 �C for 8 h. The ECR

of the samplewasmeasured at 600, 650, 700, 750 and 800 �C. In
the beginning, the area around the samplewas filledwith pure

Ar and the system reached and fixed for a while (1 h) at each

desired temperature. After stabilization of temperature, the

conductivity of the sample was measured during the change

of Ar gas to the flow of 1 l/min of pure oxygen. The resulting

conductivity variations were recorded as a function of time.

To determine the electrochemical properties, the LSFM/

YSZ/LSFM symmetrical cells were tested in a two-point

configuration with Ag wires. The EIS data were acquired

using an IVIUMSTAT potentiostat with the frequency range of

10�2 Hz up to 106 Hz and wave amplitude of 10 mV in the

temperature range of 600e800 �C in the air under open-circuit

voltage (OCV) condition. All, EIS measurements were also

performed at three different oxygen partial pressures of 1,

0.21, and 0.02 atm from 600 to 800 �C.
Results and discussion

Powder properties and chemical stability

Fig. 1 shows the Rietveld refined pattern of the LSFM cathode

powders from the XRD data. The LSFM is a single phase with

no diffraction peak of the second phase. Moreover, it has a

rhombohedral perovskite structure with the R-3c space group.

The Rietveld refinement calculated lattice parameters are

a¼ 5.506�A, b¼ 5.506�A and c¼ 13.439�A. The Chi number value

(the factor estimates thematching quality of the experimental

data with the calculated data in Fullprof software) was placed

around 1.02. It is indicated that the obtained data were suc-

cessfully refined. These results are well comparable to the

other reports for LSFM [33,34,38].

Fig. 2 demonstrates the room temperature XRD patterns of

the LSFM and YSZ pellets (1:1 wt ratio) after heat treatment
structural, electrical and electrochemical properties of La0.6Sr0.4-
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Fig. 1 e A Rietveld refinement of XRD data for the LSFM

powders at room temperature.
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from 600 to 950 �C temperatures for one week. Generally, the

chemical compatibility between the cathode and the electro-

lyte is one of the most important aspects of a SOFC material

choice. Hereupon, an unwanted chemical reaction may in-

crease the polarization resistance and deteriorate the SOFC

performance seriously [13,32,33]. According to Fig. 2, from 600

to 850 �C no chemical reaction between the LSFM and YSZ can

be detected and all the peaks were indexed to LSFM or YSZ.

Also XRD analysis of the LSFM-YSZ mixture powder shows

that LSFM reacts with YSZ at 900 and 950 �C, forming a sec-

ondary phase of SrZrO3. Also, a small peak shift are observed

in the peaks for temperatures above 800 �C which probably
Fig. 2 e XRD patterns of the LSFM and YSZ mixture (1:1 wt. rati

measured at room temperature.
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describes the solid state diffusion at partially melted bound-

aries between LSFM and YSZ phases, which leads to expan-

sion of the lattice parameters of LSFM. This means that LSFM

cathode has good chemical compatibility with YSZ electrolyte

in intermediate temperature ranges. However, forming a

secondary phase of SrZrO3 are reported by Chen et al. between

La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Co0.2O3 and YSZ at 800 �C [40]. Along with,

Ronghui et al. and Kakinuma et al. have indicated good

chemical compatibility between LSFM with La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8-
Mg0.2O3 and (Ba0.3Sr0.2La0.5)InO2.75 electrolyte [38,42].

Fig. 3(a) illustrates the SEM micrograph of the LSFM pow-

der. The powder consists of uniform nano-sized particles and

weak agglomerations. Fig. 3(b) displays the estimated particle

size distribution chart. The average particle size of the as-

prepared LSFM powders was calculated to be about

120 ± 21 nm.

Electrical conductivity and oxygen transport

Fig. 4(a) demonstrates the temperature dependencies of the

electrical conductivity of the LSFM pellet, from room tem-

perature up to 900 �C in ambient air. The electrical conduc-

tivity increases with temperature and maximum conductivity

was observed at 783 �C. This semi-conductor-like behavior

can be attributed to p-type small Polarons hopping mecha-

nism or electronic holes as charge carriers [34]. After 783 �C,
the conductivity decreases with increasing temperature

(metallic-like behavior). When T � 783 �C, electrons are

transmitted via the Fe3þ-O2--Fe4þ and Mn3þ-O2--Mn4þ net-

works [2]. Though for higher temperatures than 783 �C, the
release of the thermally activated lattice oxygen decreases

charge carrier concentration which is appeared at high tem-

peratures and oxygen defect is also formed. At high temper-

atures, oxygen exits from the LSFM and decreases charge
o), sintered at different temperatures for a week and

structural, electrical and electrochemical properties of La0.6Sr0.4-
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Fig. 3 e (a) SEM micrograph, and ( b) particle size distribution of LSFM powders calcined at 800 �C.
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carrier (hole) concentration; since (Fe, Mn)4þ reduce to (Fe,

Mn)3þ, results in carrier localization decrease in electrical

conductivity [2,43e45]. The LSFM had a max conductivity

value 35.35 S cm�1, which is higher than the maximum value

16 S cm�1 at 600 �C reported by Ronghui et al. [38]. Also the

conductivity at 800 �C (35.24 S cm�1) is lower than that re-

ported by Chung et al. [39]. This observation is probably

caused by low density of the pellet. Which will be discussed

below. Fig. 4(b) presents the Arrhenius plots of the conduc-

tivity versus temperature. The related activation energy (Ea) is

determined from the slope of the linear part of the Arrhenius

plot and according to the relation (3):

s¼
�s0

T

�
exp

�
Ea

kBT

�
(3)

where in that s, s, T, and kB are the lattice conductivity, the

pre-exponential constant, absolute temperature and Boltz-

mann's constant, respectively [19]. The computed Ea for small

polarons hopping is about 0.23 eV (30e783 �C) is lower than the

reported values for LSFM of 0.25 eV [39].

Fig. 5 shows the FESEM images at the cross section of the

fractured sintered LSFMpellet at 1200 �C. The images show the
Fig. 4 e (a) Electrical conductivity of LSFM, ( b) rela
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sample has a considerable amount of porosity. Porosity de-

creases the effective contact area between particles or grains,

causing the electrical pathway longer than its nominal

dimension. A longer pathway with a small effective contact

area increases resistance and decreases conductivity [43]. The

geometrical density of the pellet was determined by Archi-

medes method [26]. The geometrical density was 85% of its

theatrical density.

Fig. 6(a) presents the electrical conductivity relaxation

curves versus time by the sudden change of the oxygen

partial pressures of the sample environment at three

different temperatures which have been used for determi-

nation of DChem and kChem. The greater DChem means lower

concentration polarization loss of a cathode. Fig. 6(a) shows

the electrical conductivity changes with a sudden change in

partial oxygen pressure (The sudden oxygen introduce

enhanced the conductivity), and likewise the electrical con-

ductivity increased by increasing temperature. In fact, with

the introduction of oxygen into the environment, the con-

ductivity begins to increase and then it is almost stable. The

oxygen vacancy concentration increases for temperatures
ted Arrhenius plot of electrical conductivity.

structural, electrical and electrochemical properties of La0.6Sr0.4-
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Fig. 5 e FESEM photographs of cross section of LSFM pellet after sintered at 1200 �C with two different magnifications (a)

10 mm and ( b) 1 mm.
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above 300 �C. With the introduction of oxygen, the oxygen is

ionized at surface hence oxygen ions occupy oxygen va-

cancies and become lattice diffused oxygen ions. As a result,

the conductivity increases due to an increase in the overlap

between O:2p and the Fe/Mn:3d [21,46,47]. Also Fig. 6(a)

shows, the conductivities attained the steady state values

faster at higher temperatures than at lower temperatures,

indicating substantial improvement in oxygen transport ki-

netics. That leading to the Dchem and kchem values of lower

temperatures being smaller than at higher temperatures

[48,49].

The DChem was specified for three temperatures using a

least-squares fit of the experimental data to theoretical

equation (4) outlined by Crank et al. The results are presented

in Table 1.
Fig. 6 e (a) Normalized conductivity relaxation plots in terms of t

and 800 �C, ( b) Arrhenius plot of oxygen diffusion coefficients a
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sðtÞ � sð0Þ
sð∞Þ � s ð0Þ¼1�

X∞
n¼0

8

ð2nþ 1Þ2 p2
exp

��ð2nþ 1Þ2 p2 Dchem t
4L2

�

(4)

where s(t) is the conductivity at time t, s(0) and s(∞) represent

the initial (t¼0), and final (t¼∞) conductivities, respectively

and L is the half of the sample's thickness [21,46].

The DChem increased with increasing the temperature, and

its values are better than other reports. For comparison,

Mikkelsen et al. studied the oxygen transport properties of

La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Mn0.2O3-d expressingDChem values from 1.4� 10�6

to 1.4 � 10�4 cm2 s�1 in 750e1000 �C ranges [34]. In addition,

Ascolani-Yael et al. reported a DChem value of

5.4 � 10�7 cm2 s�1 (T ¼ 700 �C) for La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 and
ime during changing atmosphere (from O2 to Ar) at 600, 700

nd oxygen surface exchange coefficients.
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Table 1 e Oxygen chemical diffusion coefficients for LSFM at different temperatures.

Temperature (�C) 600 650 700 750 800

DChem (cm2.s�1) 1.39 � 10�6 3.17 � 10�6 6.22 � 10�6 9.26 � 10�6 1.44 � 10�5

KChem (cm.s�1) 2.9 � 10�3 4.8 � 10�3 8.6 � 10�3 1.03 � 10�2 1.86 � 10�2

i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g en en e r g y x x x ( x x x x ) x x x 7
2.6 � 10�6 cm2 s�1 for La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3 at 700 �C in the air

[50], Esquirol et al. reported a DChem value of

4.18 � 10�8 cm2 s�1 (T ¼ 700 �C) for La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3/

Ce0.8Gd0.2O2 composites [51] and Samreen et al. reported a

DChem value of 2.3 � 10�10 m2 s�1 and 7.7 � 10�10 m2 s�1 at

700 �C and 800 �C for La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 [52].

Fig. 6(b) demonstrates the Arrhenius plots with activation

energy (Ea) for chemical diffusion and oxygen surface ex-

change of the LSFM. From the slopes of this plot and equation

(5), the Ea for chemical diffusion were calculated about 0.94 eV
Fig. 7 e EIS of the LSFM/YSZ/LSFM symmetrical cells at 600,

700, and 800 �C in the air and the utilized equivalent circuit

for data fitting.
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(91 kJ mol�1). The Ea is less than the values obtained for other

cathode reported in the literature. La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Mn0.2O3-d is

reported to have an Ea of 136 kJ mol�1 [34], and for other ma-

terials, such as La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Co0.2O3-d the value is

137.9 kJ mol�1 [21]. As the Ea contains contributions from both

migrations of oxygen and oxygen vacancy formation, one

possible explanation may be that the low value of Ea for the

LSFM reveals the facility of both formations of oxygen vacancy

and migration of oxygen in this material [9,34].

D¼D0exp

��Ea

RT

�
(5)

where D0 is pre-exponential factor and R is the general con-

stant of gases [21,47].

The conductivity in term of a time constant, t, can be

defined as follows [45,47]:

sðtÞ � sð0Þ
sð∞Þ � sð0Þ¼1� exp

�
� t
t

�
(6)

where t is related to the relaxation time. The t calculated by

fitting the curve in Fig. 6(a) in equation (6). Then, the kChem
derived from the following equation:

kChem ¼ l
t

(7)

where l is the sample's thickness. The kChem was determined

for three temperatures. The results are presented in Table 1.

The relation between kChem and T results the Arrhenius

formula:

kChem ¼k0 exp

��Ea

RT

�
(8)

where k0 is the pre-exponential factor [45,47]. The Ea is ob-

tained about 70.85 kJ mol�1 (0.74 eV). The kChem value is in good

agreement with those reported in the literature for other

cathode perovskites. This value is in fact higher than that

reported for La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Mn0.2O3-d (between 2.5 � 10�4 and

1.8 � 10�2 cm s�1 in 750e1000 �C [35]), La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.2Co0.8O3-d-

(3.1 � 10�6 cm s�1 at 700 �C [50]) and La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Co0.2O3-d-

(1.4 � 10�6 cm s�1 at 700 �C [50], 9 � 10�7 cm s�1, at 800 �C) [53],

5.6 � 10�4 cm s�1, at 800 �C [54], 1 � 10�5 cm s�1, at 799 �C [55]).

It is important to note that the oxygen vacancy defects are

necessary to induce mixed ionic-electronic conductivity in

perovskite materials, favoring desirable ORR for cathode

operation in IT-SOFCs [17,18,34,53]. Finally, the above results

exhibit that the LSFM cathode has high catalytic activity

compared to similar cathodes.

Electrochemical characterization of symmetrical cell

EIS results
Fig. 7 illustrates the EIS plots of the LSFM/YSZ/LSFM symmet-

rical cell recorded at 600, 700 and 800 �C in the air. The elec-

trochemical performance of each cathode is generally
structural, electrical and electrochemical properties of La0.6Sr0.4-
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Fig. 8 e EIS of the symmetrical cell in different oxygen partial pressure at (a) 600 �C, ( b) 650 �C, (c) 700 �C, (d) 750 �C and (e)

800 �C.
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governed by ohmic, activation (charge transfer), and concen-

tration (mass transport) polarizations or drops [26]. The real

axis intercept at high frequency refers to the ohmic resistance,

R1, mainly contributed by the YSZ solid electrolyte (thickness of

the electrolyte), Ag contacts (the contact resistance between

the probe and the sample), and wires. The difference between

the low and high-frequency intercepts on the real axis repre-

sents the polarization resistance, RP (including activation and

concentration polarizations) [2,56]. The RP and R1 decreased

with increasing temperature. There are at least two main

overlapped semicircles in the EIS data, which indicate that at

least two responses are corresponding to the ORR. The smaller

semicircle (high frequency) can be correlated to the charge

transfer process at interfaces of current collector/cathode and

cathode/electrolyte (activation polarization). While the slightly

bigger semicircle (low frequency) is associated with oxygen

surface exchange reaction and gas-phase diffusion inside and

outside of the cathode through its microstructure (concentra-

tion polarization) [2,13,26,56].

EIS results with varying pO2 and DRT results
A distribution of relaxation times (DRT) method was used to

study the EIS more precisely and confirming the assumptions
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[30]. Fig. 8 illustrates the EIS plots for the LSFM symmetrical

cell in atmospheres with the different oxygen partial pressure

of 0.01, 0.21 and 1 atm in the temperature ranges of

600e800 �C. It was found that the polarization resistance de-

creases as pO2 increases. Information about physio-chemical

processes can be obtained by measuring the EIS at different

oxygen pressures. Thismethod is a powerful tool to determine

the electrode polarization mechanism [30,55].

Fig. 9 shows the DRT spectra at 600e800 �C in different

partial pressures of O2, all spectra compared of three main

peaks including low frequency (LF), intermediate frequency

(IF), and high frequency (HF). The EIS spectra can well be fitted

by an equivalent circuit (L1-R1-(R2CPE1)-(R3CPE2)-(R4CPE3))

shown in Fig. 7. The L1 is the inductance due to the silver

current-voltage probes of electrochemical equipment and

wires. R1, R2, R3, and R4 are ohmic, HF, IF and LF semicircle

resistances, respectively. As well as, CPE1, CPE2, and CPE3 are

constant-phase elements of each frequency's semicircle. It

should be noted that the other equivalent circuits were also

analyzed and appraised, e.g. L1-R1-(R2CPE1)-(R3CPE2)-(GE1) and

L1-R1-(R2CPE1)-(R3CPE2)-(Ws1). However, these models caused

deterioration of the fits and higher chi-squared values (the

chi-squared value for a good fit is ˂10�5). The same equivalent
structural, electrical and electrochemical properties of La0.6Sr0.4-
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Fig. 9 e DRT plots of EIS as a function of the oxygen partial pressure at (a) 600 �C, ( b) 650 �C, (c) 700 �C, (d) 750 �C and (e) 800 �C.
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circuit as the one suggested here has been also applied by

Zheng et al. [57] for analysis of La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3, and

Samat et al. [43] for La0.6Sr0.4CoO3. There is a relatively smaller

peak for some spectra at LF, due to their small/negligible
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contribution to RP, which was removed from the analysis and

has not been included in the equivalent circuit modeling. It

should be noted that as far as we know, no detailed EIS data

analysis has been yet found for the LSFM.
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Fig. 10 e Schematic of the ORR reaction mechanism on

cathode.
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To get more information for these peaks, the model

presented by Heuveln et al. and Bouwmeester et al. were

exploited [58]. Based on their dependency on the partial

pressures of O2 according to the following equation, the

electrochemical processes can be determined [57e59]:

R¼ kP�n
O2

(9)

where k is a constant, R is polarization resistance contribu-

tions and the n value can be calculated from the slope of the

polarized resistance contributions versus O2 partial pressures

(log-log plot). The n values indicate the different possible

mechanism [26e30,57e62]. Fig. 10 illustrates the meaning of n

values. For n ¼ 1, oxygen molecule diffusion in the cathode

pores is expected,

O2ðgÞ/O2ðpÞ (10)

n ¼ 0.5 reflects the contribution of atomic oxygen.

O2 þ2ðsÞ42OAdsorbedðsÞ (11)

where (s) is a surface site. n¼ 3/8 is related to electron transfer

to the oxygen atom on material surface and/or at the triple-

phase boundary (TPB).

OAdsorbed þ e/O�
Adsorbed (12)

n ¼ 0.25 assigned to diffusion O�
Adsorbed or O2�

Adsorbed along the

cathode surface to the TPB region.

O�
Adsorbed

�
O2�

Adsorbed

�
/O�

TPB

�
O2�

TPB

�
(13)

n ¼ 1/8 reflects the reaction of O�
AdsorbedðO�

TPBÞ with the electron

to form O2�
AdsorbedðO2�

TPBÞ

O�
Adsorbed

�
O�

TPB

�þ e/O2�
Adsorbed

�
O2�

TPB

�
(14)

and n ¼ 0 is related to the reaction of O - with oxygen vacancy

ðV::
OÞ near the TPB region and diffuses into electrolyte to form

lattice oxygen ðO�
OÞ.

O2�
Adsorbed þV::

O/O�
O (15)

Fig. 11(a) and (b)-(c) displays dependencies of resistance on

O2 partial pressures in the 600e800 �C ranges. All resistances

(R2, R3, and R4) depend on oxygen partial pressure, and the n

values for the pO2-dependencies are listed in Table 2. At

600 �C, the n values of R2 and R3 is about 0.17 and 0.28,

respectively. These two processes may be associated with

adsorption and surface exchange (transport of ionic/elec-

tronic defects) [55]. Furthermore, the n value of R4 is about

0.56, which this process was assigned to oxygen dissociative

adsorption (involvement of atomic oxygen), dissociation and

surface transport [27,63]. According Fig. 9(a), contribution of

the IF response is more clearly visible than the other two

frequencies response; which is related to the electron transfer

process (activation polarizations). For 650 �C, the n value for R2

is 0.20, this result proves that R2 represents the adsorbed ox-

ygen ion diffusion through the cathode surface to the TPB. The

R3 and R4 shows n ¼ 0.53 and n ¼ 0.55 dependency on pO2,

which is related to the contribution of atomic oxygen. Fig. 9(b)

shows contribution of the IF response is more than LF and HF;

which is related to the contribution of atomic oxygen
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(concentration polarizations). At 700 �C, the related process

for each peak was the same as for 600 �C. For 750 �C, from the

fitting results, the n value for R1 and R2 is 0.03 and 0.06, which

are quite near n ¼ 0. This result shows that R1 and R2 repre-

sents the transport process of oxide ions within the bulk

cathode and/or from the cathode to the YSZ electrolyte. The

calculated n for R4 is 0.12, demonstrating that R4 represents an

electron transfer process as shown by eq (14), which corre-

sponds to n ¼ 1/8. The main peak shown in Fig. 9(d) relates to

the charge transfer process. At 800 �C, the n values of R2, R3

and R4 is about 0.14, 0.13 and 0.10, respectively; which is

associated with the electron transfer (eq (14)). For this tem-

perature also the main peak is relates to the charge transfer

process. Therefore it seems that charge transfer process

contributes (activation polarizations) the most to the polari-

zation resistance of the LSFM cathode and that is the rate

limiting step for ORR. It is also observed that, for all the

different oxygen partial pressures, the intensity of the peaks

and therefore area of peaks decreases with increasing tem-

perature, this shows both activation polarization resistance

and concentration polarization resistance decrease as the
structural, electrical and electrochemical properties of La0.6Sr0.4-
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Fig. 11 e The pO2-dependences of the calculated resistances of (a) R2 (high frequency), ( b) R3 (intermediate frequency), and (c)

R4 (low frequency) and (d) ASR Arrhenius plots of the LSFM/YSZ/LSFM symmetrical cell in different oxygen partial pressures.
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temperature increases. Each measured impedance spectrum

depend on oxygen transport (both surface processes and

diffusion). As mentioned, the concentration polarization

contribution is less than the activation polarization. Because

the oxygen transport properties (DChem and kChem) are an

important parameter for the determination of concentration

polarization [26].

ASR results
Using Eq. (16), the area-specific resistance (ASR) was calcu-

lated for three different oxygen partial pressures, the results

are listed in Table 3.

ASR¼Rp � S

2
(16)

where Rp is the polarization resistance and S is the cathode

surface area.
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Fig. 11(d) demonstrates the Arrhenius plots of the ASR of

LSFM cathode with different oxygen partial pressures. The Ea
of ASRs is calculated from the linear fit slopes using Eq. (17).

The Ea of the ASRs is given in Table 3.

ASR¼A exp

�
Ea

kBT

�
(17)

where A is constant [13]. The LSFM cathode performance is

better than the La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 on YSZ electrolyte with

an Rp value of 2.4 U cm2 in the air at 800 �C when sintered at

1000 �C [56] and better than LaSrMnO3/YSZ composite on YSZ

electrolyte with a Rp value of 0.87 U cm2 in the air at 800 �C

(sintered at 1180 �C) [64]. Also, the LSFM cathode performance

is better than the (La0.8Sr0.2)0.95Fe0.2Mn0.8O3 on GDC/YSZ elec-

trolyte with an Rp value of 8.8 U in the air at 750 �C [65] and

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 on La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O3 electrolyte with

an Rp value of 1.36 U cm2 in the air at 700 �C [50].
structural, electrical and electrochemical properties of La0.6Sr0.4-
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Fig. 12 e Cross-sectional FESEM of a symmetrical cell with two different magnifications 40 mm and 10 mm (The amplification

of cathode layer), and EDS patterns at two different spots on the cell's cross-section.
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Fig. 12 shows the cross-sectional FESEMmicrographs of the

fabricated LSFM/YSZ/LSFM symmetrical cell with two

different scales 40 mm and 10 mm. The images illustrate that

there is a sufficient adherence between the YSZ electrolyte

substrate and LSFM cathode film. The LSFM film has a porous

microstructure and YSZ electrolyte has a dense structure. The

thickness of the cathode and electrolyte layers is around 22.39

and 487.0 mm respectively. In addition, any interlayer indi-

cating possible reactions between two layers (cathode and

electrolyte) is not observed by FESEM. Also Fig. 12 indicate the

EDX spectra of arbitrarily selected areas on the surface of the

symmetrical cell's cross-section and around the interface
Table 2 e The n values for pO2edependences of the EIS
fitted Data.

Temperature (�C) n value in (1/R)aP�n
O2

R2 R3 R4

600 0.17 0.28 0.56

650 0.21 0.53 0.55

700 0.18 0.32 0.57

750 0.03 0.06 0.12

800 0.14 0.13 0.10

Table 3 e ASR values and activation energies in different
oxygen partial pressures.

Oxygen
partial
pressure
(atm)

ASR (U.cm2) ASR-
Activation
energy
(eV)

600 �C 650 �C 700 �C 750 �C 800 �C

0.01 17.14 5.02 2.36 0.51 0.41 1.58

0.21 7.53 1.53 1.13 0.46 0.31 1.23

1 2.96 0.7 0.52 0.41 0.26 0.89
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area. As observed for the position of spot 1, the EDX pattern

confirms the presence of La, Sr, Fe, Mn, and O elements at

cathode film. Besides, the constituent elements in the position

of spot 2, i.e. Zr, Y, and O can be observed from EDX spectra.

The electrochemical performance of the cathode is

dependent on factors such as chemisorption dissociation and

reduction reaction of O2 or surface reaction rate (kChem), rate of

O2 bulk diffusion (DChem), the electrical conductivity and

chemical reactivity at electrode/electrolyte interface. At IT,

due to high values of DChem and kChem LSFM displayed a better

electrocatalytic activity compared to La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3-d-

cathode. Also, good values of D
Chem

and kChem are evidences of

good values of cathode polarization at different temperatures.

In view of these properties, it suggested that LSFM is a

promising cathode material for IT-SOFC.
Conclusions

Briefly, La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Mn0.2O3 have been synthesized by sol-gel

method, and its structural, electrical and electrochemical

properties were investigated as a cathode material for IT-

SOFCs. According to the XRD analysis, the LSFM was identi-

fied by a rhombohedral structure with R-3c space group

symmetry and no secondary phases were observed. The LSFM

cathode has a good chemical compatibility with YSZ electro-

lyte in operating temperatures. The DChem for different tem-

peraturewas in of the order of 10�6 cm�2s�1 and the activation

energy was about 0.94 eV. The kChem were also measured as

2.9� 10�3 cm2 s�1, 8.6� 10�3 cm2 s�1 and 1.86� 10�2 cm2 s�1 at

600, 700 and 800 �C, respectively. The related activation energy

was calculated to be around 0.74 eV. These values indicated

that the LSFM has enough electrocatalytic activity towards

ORR and also DChem and kChem high values are the key factors

for improved/acceptable performance of cathode for IT-SOFC.

According to the EIS results, the ASR values at 600, 650, 700,
structural, electrical and electrochemical properties of La0.6Sr0.4-
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750 and 800 �C were 7.53, 1.53, 1.13, 0.46 and 0.31 U cm2,

respectively with an activation energy of about 1.23 eV.

Although LSFM presents a slightly high electrical resistance,

its great chemical stability and good values ofDChem, kChem, and

ASRs makes it a suitable choice for being candidate as a

cathode material in IT-SOFCs.
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